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Candidates are required to give their answers in their own
words as far as practicable.
The figures in the margin indicate full marks.
[ CONCEPT OF MUSIC IN TAGORE LITERATURE ]
(Theory)
Answer any four of the following questions :

4 × 15 = 60

1.

In which text has Rabindranath expressed his views on music? Name the two essays
included in this book. “Abegher Bhasai Sangeeter Mool”– From which essay has
this been quoted? Evaluate the justification of the statement.

2.

What are the independent thoughts of Rabindranath expressed in his essays that
speak in favour of the development of the tradition of Bengali songs?

3.

According to Rabindranath what is the main purpose of Music? Introduce
Rabindranath’s insights about Raga-Ragini.

4.

Explain the indescribable appeal of melody in Rabindranath’s ‘Shona’ lecture in the
Santiniketan Bhasan Mala.

5.

How does Rabindranath address the indescribable appeal of song in ‘Gan Samnondhe
Prabhandha'?

6.

What are the opinions of Rabindranath in his comparative estimate of Indian music
and European music?

7.
––Who said that? From which text has this statement been quoted?
Evaluate this observation.
8.

––In which context did Rabindranath
make this statement? Write the relevance of the statement.
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Or
[ KARNATAK MUSIC ]
(Theory)
Answer any four of the following questions :

4 × 15 = 60

1.

Describe any two : Katapayadi, Varnam, Kriti or Taanam-Pallavi.

2.

Write the notation of a Kriti in any Karnatak Raga.

3.

What do you know about the Karnatak Melodic Concepts?

4.

Describe the contribution of Tyagaraja or MutthuswamiDixitar in the growth of Karnatak
Music.

5.

Describe the Tala system of KarnatakMusic along with the brief knowledge of the 7
main Talas.

6.

Compare the Karnatak and the North Indian Swaras.

7.

Describe either a String or a Percussion Instrument used in the Karnatak Music form.

8.

What do you understand by Tillana and Javali? Give an example of both the forms along
with notations.
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[ GENERAL AESTHETICS ]
(Theory)
Answer any four of the following questions :

4 × 15 = 60

1.

Give the definition of ‘art’. Give important to needs of the art.

2.

How does Croce explain in his theory of expressions.

3.

What is the basic emotion theory?

4.

Give the definition of Aesthetics. Discuss about the main features of Aestheticis.

5.

‘Art for art’s sake’––who is the main proponent of this theory? Express his opinion on
this.

6.

Determine the inter relationship of beauty with art.

7.

Who said “Beauty is truth and truth is beauty”. What does it mean to identify truth and
beauty?

8.

How Aristotle and Plato have defined art?
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‘Art for art’s sake’

Or
[ PRACTICAL KNOWLEDGE OF RAGA ]
(Practical)
Answer any four of the following questions :

4 × 15 = 60

1.

Describe Raga Bhairav and write a Chotakhayal based on this Raga.

2.

Write the notation of a Dhrupad in Raga Bhairav.

3.

How is Asavari different from Jaunpuri? Explain with examples.

4.

Write the notation of any Drut Khayal based on a Morning Raga from your syllabus.

5.

Describe the Raga Yaman and write a notation of a Drut Khayal in Ektala.

6.

Write an Alaap and 4 Tanas set to Raga Asavari.

7.

Write the notation of a Drut Khayal in Raga Jaunpuri in Teentaal.

8.

Describe the Raga Bhairavi and write the notation of any composition set to this Raga.
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